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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Upper limit of the human audible range is from      [ ] 

A) 12Hz to 15 Hz  B) 200 Hz to 2kHz  C) 20Hz to 20 kHz  D)10 kHz to 100kHz 
 
2. When a wave meets an interface between two different media I and II of acoustic impedance Z1 and 

Z2 it will be          [ ] 
A) Reflected   B) refracted   C) Both A and B   D) None of the above 

 
3. When a  molecule is pushed to a new position by a force and then released ,a finite time is required 

to its neutral position which is called as ………..      [ ] 
A) release time  B) decay time   C) propagation time   D) Relaxation time. 

 
4. One of the major disadvantages of the NMR technique is its………   [ ] 

A) Low sensitivity  B)High sensitivity  C)Low resolution  D)None of the above 
 
5. Extremely low frequency fields (ELF) have frequency…….     [ ] 

A)Below 300Hz  B)above 300 Hz  C)above 400Hz  D)below 30 Hz 
 
6. The spatial resolution of the MR image is characterized by the     [ ] 

A) image color   B) number of pixles  C) mask  D) none of the above 
 
7. A good example of Image contrast manipulation is      [ ]
 A) Inversion recovery imaging  B) contrast Imaging  C) Mask method  D) spin imaging 
 
8. Pulse ELF can result in         [ ] 

A) increase bone healing   B) damage bone healing 
C) no effect on bone healing   D) decrease bone healing 

 
9. NMR provides excellent         [ ] 

A) soft tissue brightness  B) hard tissue contrast  
C) soft tissue contrast   D) hard tissue brightness 

 
10.  Time domain signal is converted to a frequency domain signal through the use of   [ ] 

A) hiblert transform   B) back projection algorithm   
C) digital receiver   D) fourier transform 
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11. __________________is used to describe the behavior of gas bubbles in ultrasonic fields. 
 
12.  The phenomenon in which the application of electric field causes a change in the physical 

dimension of a material and vice versa is called as_______________ 
 
13.  The ability of  a transducer to convert one form of energy from another is measured by it 

______________ 
 
14. _____________states that the resultant wavefront generated by a source of finite aperture can be 

obtained by considering the source to be composed of an infinite no. of point sources. 
 
15. __________________system can be used to visualize the ultrasonic beam. 
 
16. _____________describes the phenomenon in which a change in the frequency of sound emitted 

from a source is perceived by an observer when the source of the observer is moving or both are 
moving. 

 
17.  The signal processing that is performed after scan conversion is called_________ 
 
18.  In _____________the gain of the amplifier is increased as a function of time or depth to 

compensate for the loss in energy due to attenuation and beam divergence. 
 
19.  ___________is the property of certain materials that when cooled to liquid helium temperatures 

become perfect conductors. 
 
20. ____________imaging combines B-mode real time imaging with ultrasonic Doppler blood 

flowmetry. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. One of the major disadvantages of the NMR technique is its………   [ ] 

A) Low sensitivity  B)High sensitivity  C)Low resolution  D)None of the above 
 
2. Extremely low frequency fields (ELF) have frequency…….     [ ] 

A)Below 300Hz  B)above 300 Hz  C)above 400Hz  D)below 30 Hz 
 
3. The spatial resolution of the MR image is characterized by the     [ ] 

A) image color   B) number of pixles  C) mask  D) none of the above 
 
4. A good example of Image contrast manipulation is      [ ]
 A) Inversion recovery imaging  B) contrast Imaging  C) Mask method  D) spin imaging 
 
5. Pulse ELF can result in         [ ] 

A) increase bone healing   B) damage bone healing 
C) no effect on bone healing   D) decrease bone healing 

 
6. NMR provides excellent         [ ] 

A) soft tissue brightness  B) hard tissue contrast  
C) soft tissue contrast   D) hard tissue brightness 

 
7.  Time domain signal is converted to a frequency domain signal through the use of   [ ] 

A) hiblert transform   B) back projection algorithm   
C) digital receiver   D) fourier transform 

 
8. Upper limit of the human audible range is from      [ ] 

A) 12Hz to 15 Hz  B) 200 Hz to 2kHz  C) 20Hz to 20 kHz  D)10 kHz to 100kHz 
 
9. When a wave meets an interface between two different media I and II of acoustic impedance Z1 and 

Z2 it will be          [ ] 
A) Reflected   B) refracted   C) Both A and B   D) None of the above 

 
10. When a  molecule is pushed to a new position by a force and then released ,a finite time is required 

to its neutral position which is called as ………..      [ ] 
A) release time  B) decay time   C) propagation time   D) Relaxation time. 
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11. _____________states that the resultant wavefront generated by a source of finite aperture can be 

obtained by considering the source to be composed of an infinite no. of point sources. 
 
12. __________________system can be used to visualize the ultrasonic beam. 
 
13. _____________describes the phenomenon in which a change in the frequency of sound emitted 

from a source is perceived by an observer when the source of the observer is moving or both are 
moving. 

 
14.  The signal processing that is performed after scan conversion is called_________ 
 
15.  In _____________the gain of the amplifier is increased as a function of time or depth to 

compensate for the loss in energy due to attenuation and beam divergence. 
 
16.  ___________is the property of certain materials that when cooled to liquid helium temperatures 

become perfect conductors. 
 
17 ____________imaging combines B-mode real time imaging with ultrasonic Doppler blood 

flowmetry. 
 
 
18. __________________is used to describe the behavior of gas bubbles in ultrasonic fields. 
 
19.  The phenomenon in which the application of electric field causes a change in the physical 

dimension of a material and vice versa is called as_______________ 
 
20.  The ability of  a transducer to convert one form of energy from another is measured by it 

______________ 
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I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The spatial resolution of the MR image is characterized by the     [ ] 

A) image color   B) number of pixles  C) mask  D) none of the above 
 
2. A good example of Image contrast manipulation is      [ ]
 A) Inversion recovery imaging  B) contrast Imaging  C) Mask method  D) spin imaging 
 
3. Pulse ELF can result in         [ ] 

A) increase bone healing   B) damage bone healing 
C) no effect on bone healing   D) decrease bone healing 

 
4. NMR provides excellent         [ ] 

A) soft tissue brightness  B) hard tissue contrast  
C) soft tissue contrast   D) hard tissue brightness 

 
5.  Time domain signal is converted to a frequency domain signal through the use of   [ ] 

A) hiblert transform   B) back projection algorithm   
C) digital receiver   D) fourier transform 

 
6. Upper limit of the human audible range is from      [ ] 

A) 12Hz to 15 Hz  B) 200 Hz to 2kHz  C) 20Hz to 20 kHz  D)10 kHz to 100kHz 
 
7. When a wave meets an interface between two different media I and II of acoustic impedance Z1 and 

Z2 it will be          [ ] 
A) Reflected   B) refracted   C) Both A and B   D) None of the above 

 
8. When a  molecule is pushed to a new position by a force and then released ,a finite time is required 

to its neutral position which is called as ………..      [ ] 
A) release time  B) decay time   C)propagation time   D)Relaxation time. 

 
9. One of the major disadvantages of the NMR technique is its………   [ ] 

A) Low sensitivity  B)High sensitivity  C)Low resolution  D)None of the above 
 
10. Extremely low frequency fields (ELF) have frequency…….     [ ] 

A)Below 300Hz  B)above 300 Hz  C)above 400Hz  D)below 30 Hz 
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11. _____________describes the phenomenon in which a change in the frequency of sound emitted 

from a source is perceived by an observer when the source of the observer is moving or both are 
moving. 

 
12.  The signal processing that is performed after scan conversion is called_________ 
 
13.  In _____________the gain of the amplifier is increased as a function of time or depth to 

compensate for the loss in energy due to attenuation and beam divergence. 
 
14.  ___________is the property of certain materials that when cooled to liquid helium temperatures 

become perfect conductors. 
15. ____________imaging combines B-mode real time imaging with ultrasonic Doppler blood 

flowmetry. 
 
16. __________________is used to describe the behavior of gas bubbles in ultrasonic fields. 
 
17.  The phenomenon in which the application of electric field causes a change in the physical 

dimension of a material and vice versa is called as_______________ 
 
18.  The ability of  a transducer to convert one form of energy from another is measured by it 

______________ 
 
19. _____________states that the resultant wavefront generated by a source of finite aperture can be 

obtained by considering the source to be composed of an infinite no. of point sources. 
 
20. __________________system can be used to visualize the ultrasonic beam. 
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I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Pulse ELF can result in         [ ] 

A) increase bone healing   B) damage bone healing 
C) no effect on bone healing   D) decrease bone healing 

 
2. NMR provides excellent         [ ] 

A) soft tissue brightness  B) hard tissue contrast  
C) soft tissue contrast   D) hard tissue brightness 

 
3.  Time domain signal is converted to a frequency domain signal through the use of   [ ] 

A) hiblert transform   B) back projection algorithm   
C) digital receiver   D) fourier transform 

 
4. Upper limit of the human audible range is from      [ ] 

A) 12Hz to 15 Hz  B) 200 Hz to 2kHz  c) 20Hz to 20 kHz  D)10 kHz to 100kHz 
 
5. When a wave meets an interface between two different media I and II of acoustic impedance Z1 and 

Z2 it will be          [ ] 
A) Reflected   B) refracted   C) Both A and B   D) None of the above 

 
6. When a  molecule is pushed to a new position by a force and then released ,a finite time is required 

to its neutral position which is called as ………..      [ ] 
A) release time  B) decay time   C)propagation time   D)Relaxation time. 

 
7. One of the major disadvantages of the NMR technique is its………   [ ] 

A) Low sensitivity  B)High sensitivity  C)Low resolution  D)None of the above 
 
8. Extremely low frequency fields (ELF) have frequency…….     [ ] 

A)Below 300Hz  B)above 300 Hz  C)above 400Hz  D)below 30 Hz 
 
9. The spatial resolution of the MR image is characterized by the     [ ] 

A) image color   B) number of pixles  C) mask  D) none of the above 
 
10. A good example of Image contrast manipulation is      [ ]
 A) Inversion recovery imaging  B) contrast Imaging  C) Mask method  D) spin imaging 
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II  Fill in the blanks 
 
11.  In _____________the gain of the amplifier is increased as a function of time or depth to 

compensate for the loss in energy due to attenuation and beam divergence. 
 
12.  ___________is the property of certain materials that when cooled to liquid helium temperatures 

become perfect conductors. 
 
13. ____________imaging combines B-mode real time imaging with ultrasonic Doppler blood 

flowmetry. 
 
14. __________________is used to describe the behavior of gas bubbles in ultrasonic fields. 
 
15.  The phenomenon in which the application of electric field causes a change in the physical 

dimension of a material and vice versa is called as_______________ 
 
16.  The ability of  a transducer to convert one form of energy from another is measured by it 

______________ 
 
17. _____________states that the resultant wavefront generated by a source of finite aperture can be 

obtained by considering the source to be composed of an infinite no. of point sources. 
 
18. __________________system can be used to visualize the ultrasonic beam. 
 
19. _____________describes the phenomenon in which a change in the frequency of sound emitted 

from a source is perceived by an observer when the source of the observer is moving or both are 
moving. 

 
20.  The signal processing that is performed after scan conversion is called_________ 
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